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ABSTRACT: The paper examines the changing trends of the relationship between
politics and administration.
The transformation of the government’s structure – reorganization its internal
relations, developing its politics shaping role, ceasing the vice-ministerial and
government-committee systems - has already began within the one party system.
However, the final break up with the socialist government model was implicated by the
constitution amendments in 1989-90, which was necessary for a transition to a
constitutional state. The result of the change of the political system was a new
democratic system, where the position of the government changed a lot. In contrary
to the socialist system it became the centre of politics, whereas its power was controlled
and restricted by the institutional system determined by the rule of law and the division
of power principles. The constitution strengthened the position of the Prime Minister
and the former principles of the government’s internal relations and construction were
cancelled.
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The structure of state establishment adequate to the socialist political ideal was present
in Hungary until 1987-88. The government - with the appropriate terminology of those
times Ministers’ Council - barely had any political function, it played most characteristically
an administrative and executive role. The political role of the government was taken over by
key ministries - home affairs, foreign affairs, national defence – being under direct party
control. The government’s responsibility for these fields did not appear in the constitutional
description of its activity. (Of course this mechanism can not be simplified, because the vast
majority of political decisions were prepared and initiated by the state apparatus, and
government leaders took also part in the decision making processes due to their party
functionary role. Not to mention those periods, when even the government was headed by
the party leader.) Still, the politically week government was outweigh in the state and in
society as well because of their political instruments. It could operate almost without any
constitutional bridle, without state organisational checks and balances it possessed a
hardly restricted and controlled power.
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